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ABSTRACT
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Introduction

Generalized regular functions are presented by B.Goldschmidt (1980), biregular func-
tions are considered by Brackx and Pincket (1985). Generalized biregular functions may
be considered as a Vekua type rather natural generalization of biregular functions.
Some properties of a class of generalized regular functions are proved in section 2 as Iden-
tity Theorem, Maximum Modulus Principle, the correspondence betwoai regular functions
and this class of generalized regular functions.
In section 3 we give some properties of generalized biregular functions as Identity Theo-
rem, Hartogs extension theorem. These results are more extensive than results in [2], [5]
and [6].

1 Preliminaries and Notations

Let ei,..., em be an orthonormal base of Rm, then the Clifford algebra A over IV" (with
respect to the usual scalar product) is an associative algebra with identity 1 and basis
elements

l , e i , . . . , e m , e j e j , . . . , e i . . . e m

which satisfy the following conditions:
(i) CiCj + ?.}t, — 0 for i^j , 1 < i < j < in
(is) e? = — ] for i = l,...,m
A general basis element of A is denoted by
?A = e,,t...ec,n,
w h e r e A = ( c t | , . . . , an ) , 1 < ori -< ... •< " n < " » , £*j € { 1 , ...,n>}.

Thus .4 is a 2m dimensional linear space. An element a € A may bo written in the
form

where aA e R • For/1 = V, we always write A = 0, foivl = {z} only A = i.
We define a norm on A by placing

Let Hi be an automorphism of A with the properties

We write //„,.-.#„„ = HA if A = ( o , , . . . , a n ) .
Goldschmidt in [4] has proved that every real-linear mapping

C:A-

may be represented in the form;

with suitable chosen hypercomlex numbers CA £ A- Let G be a domain in Rn and
( I ) be a family of 2m real valued functions in G , then
f(x) =

T r T T



is a funrlion in G with values in A.
In the fol)owing,every x = (x0,..., .r,,_i) € fl" will be indentified with
x = x0 + JC\f\ + ... + in_|fn_i € .4.
Now we define

X :- XD - IiCi - . . . - !„_!«„.]

Analogously to the theory of vector valued functions we say that:
(1.1) / G cr{G") if all derivatives of/,4 up to order r exist and are continous in G,
(1.2) / 6 L"{G) if /„ € L"(G),
(1.3) IeL^(Rn) if |/|, |/«')|eZ,"(AB),

where A,, is the unit sphere in R" and
prHx):=\x\-rf[±)ioTT£An.

This space is normed by
\\f\\p.r:=\f,An\p+\f",An\P

Finally we define the following differential operators

in G. We say that D T / acts from the left and jDx acts from the right.
We pay attention to the following simple property: If C, D are Clifford constants and

w is a function belonging to c'(G'), then
(1.4) (Cw)l) = C(wD)

2 Generalized Regular Functions
Let G be a domain in Rn,CA be hypercompSex valued functions belonging to C[G) P
L'^(ir'),p yO.

We consider the equation
(2.1) DM*) - T.A CA(x)HAw(x) = 0

To look for solutions of equation (2.1),as usual, «e censider ths integral eouaticn:
(2.2) A/11; : = u; - JC.(Y,A CA(x)HAw) = 0

where Jr.f •= Ja K(£,*)/(fl#
with A - ^ , ) : = - J - J ^
and «;„ is the surface area of the unit sphere in Ft".

We may extend JG to a l l of Rft if we set C.^ = 0 in the exterior of G.
Consequently, in the following we abbreviate J r by J

Now 1ft, us set
Pw:= J(^2CAHAw)

A

Then the operator P is compart(see [3], theorem 4.29) and we may use the Fredholm
theory for compact operators. Hence the equation (2.2) has at most a finite number of
l inearly independent solutions.

It is supposed that G and C& are give:) so that the following conditions are fulf i l led:
(OTS) The Eq.(2.2) possesses only a t r i v i a l solution

l l .1: JMfflS «^« ili iii ttti

This hypothesis has been investigated by Goldschmidt, Gilbert and Buchanan. We
point out, that there are many cases of G and CA for which the hypothesis (OTS) is true
(see: [3], p.194 or theorems 4.31 and 4.32).
Definition 2.1: A function w 6 c'(G) is said to be OTS-generalized (left) regular iff

(i) G and CA satisfy the hypothesis (OTS)
(ii) w is a solution of equation (2.1).
The equation (2.1) is called generalized Cauchy-Riemann equation.
Now we denote by H(CA,G) the class of OTS-generalizcd (left.) regular functions in

G with the coefficients CA.
Remark:
1. When in = 1, the equation (2.1) is a Vekua homogeneous system having the form

[ |H + | j

2. When m = 2, the equation (2.1) becomes

{ rfn;t7 + (<T, il)
rotu + [6, iT]

= 0

= 0

which taking a very important place in the Field theory and Theoretical Physics.
3. When CA — 0 for all A, the OTS-generalizcd (left) regular functions become (left)

regular (or monogenic) functions (see[l]).
4.We also have the analogous definition for OTS-generalized (right) regular functions

if we consider the equation

Then the results of OTS-genera!izes (left) regular functions may be moved to OTS-
genevalized (right) regular functions. Further, we also have an agreement, that "OTS-
generalized (left) regular" is abbreviated by "OTS-generalized regular" if a mistake does
not happen.

Below, we consider some elementary properties of OTS-generalized regular functions.
Two first properties are implied from the more comprehensive results investigated by
Goldschmidt.

Proposition 2.2:
For a given regular function $ e c(G) Dc'((7), there exists an OTS-generalized regular

function w e 1l(CA,G) that may be considered as a solution belonging to c'(G) of the
equation

This solution may be represented in the form
(2.4) w{x) = *(x) + £ 4 /„„ TA{x,t)HA*[t]dt
where TA(x,t) is the resolvent kernel satisfying the system of integral equations
(2.5) TA(XJ) + K(l,x)CA(t) + Y,B fn» K(t.-T)CA

Proposition 2.3 (Cauchy Integral Formula):



If w € c((7) Pi TZ[CAtG), then for every x € G we have the representation

(2.6) ^ ) = E^/8Cn>«(

where dcr, — ^ " ^ ^ ( — 1 }'e,d(1

= 0
for 4 f 0

satisfying the system of integral equations

(2.7) ttA(T,t) - 6{A)K(t,x) + E B = 0

w.th
1 for/l =

Proposition 2.4:
Let. G bo a domain in R",CA € ip '"(fl"),

v be a continuous function: dG —> .4, (^(x, 0 be hypercomplex valued functions sat-
isfying the system (2.7). Further, suppose that G and CA satisfy the hypothesis (OTS).
Then the function

is OTS-generalized regular.
Proof for this proposition is only a simple calculation.

In the following we need a technical lemma, which is easily proved.

Lemma 2.5:
If G is a bounded domain in Rn and / € L'(G), then

is a function being regular in the exterior of G and equal to zero at »

Proposition 2.6:
Let w e H(CA,G) n c(G), then

(2.8) ^ ) = ^ J ^

is a regular function belonging to M[G) Pic(G) satisfying
(2.9) w - Pw = *
where Pw := J(Y1A GAHAW) and M(G) is the class of al! (left) regular functions in G.

Proof: By lemma 2.5, we observe that

PW(T) = - £ Ja J^(ZA CA(t)HM[t))di

is a function being regular in the exterior of G and equal to zero at «. The function

is also regular (left and right} in the exterion of G and equals zero at oo for every

x£G.

Thus, by [1] (corollary 9.3) we have

Applying Cauchy integral formula (see [1], corollary 9.6) for the regular function w—pw

and using (2.10) we obtain

G.
As w is continuous in G and Pw continuous in R", it follows that $ is continuous in

From propositions 2.2 and 2.4 we obtain

Theorem 2.7:
There is a "1-1" correspondence between the class of regular in G and continuous in

G functions and the class of OTS-generalized regular in G and continuous in G functions.
This cowespondence is represented by the formulas {2.3) and (2.S).

Proposition 2.8:
Let G be a domain in Rn, CA e Lp'T1(R'i),

w £ K{CA,G) n c(G) and to | a c = 0.
Then in s O in G.

Proof:
The regular function <t defined by (2.8) in proposition 2.6 clearly equals zero in G. By

the hypothesis (OTS) in definition 2.1 and by theorem 2.7 we infer that, w = 0 in G.

Theorem 2.9 (Identity Theorem):
Suppose that w is OTS-generalized regular in G and equals zero in an arbitrary non

empty subset of G. Then w is identically zero in G.

Proof:
Let U -fi 0 be an open subset of G such that w = 0 in U and 4* be the regular function

defined by (2.8).
By (2.9) we have

= w{x) - JG K(t, x) £ A CA(t)HAiv(l)<it

The second term of this representation is a regular function(with respect to x) in U.Thus,

by Cauchy's theorem (see[lj, corollary 9.3) and Cauchy's integral formula (see[l],corollary

T T T T



9.6) for any x £ U this term equals

This means that "J>(J-} = 0 in U. Applying the Identity-theorem for the regular func-
tions (serfI], theorem 11.U.9) we can conclude that 4> = 0 in G and. hereby w also equals
zero in G.

The final part of this section is on the Maximum Modulus Principle for OTS-
firt regular functions.

Theorem 2.10 (Maximum Modulus Principle):
Let it- e H{CA,G)<~\c(G).

Then )w(x)\ < Ars.ip,€3f.|H.(j:)|,

where K is H positive constant.

Proof:
Let $ be the function defined by (2.8) (in proposition'2.6). Then $ is regular in G,

continuous in G and satisfies

* = w-Pw:= (I- P)w

By 1'redholm theory the operator (!-[') has the continuous inverse (/ — P)~'. Thus,
there exists a number r >- 0 such that

(2.H) KOI<I IHI= I I ( ' - / ' )~ 1 * I I< ' - I l * l l
We new censiderthe operator Tpc defined by

M; t -

We have known that the class of regular functions in G is a closed subspace of the space
of continuous functions in G (see[l), theorem 9.11). In other words it is a complete
space.
Denote n{c)G) := {u<* : wm = w\aa,w £ K(CA,G) f\ c(G)}

By Weierstrass Theorem (see [1], th. 9.11), 7S(9G') is also a complete space.
Thus, T;>(j : TZ(dG) • M(G) is a linear, continuous and "1-1" operator on complete
subspaces of c(dG) and c(G). It implies that T and T~l both are bounded. Hence there
exists a real number M >- 0 such that

Applying the Maximum Modulus Principle for regular functions (see [1], corollary
9.10) we obtain
(2.12) ||<J>|| = sup |$(i ') | = sup | * ( J ) | < M sup \w(t)\

From (2.11) and (2.12) we get

|UI(T)| < A' sup \w(t)\

where K is a positive constant.

3 Generalized biregular functions
Denote by B a domain in ft"(j) x Rk(y),n, k < m, by Bn and Bt projections of B on A"1

and ft* respectively.
Set
Vi = {x e R" : (x,y) € B) for fixed y <E Bk

Uz={y£ Rk : (x,y) € 8} for fixed x e Bn

Suppose, for every A 6 V{\,...,m},CA is hypercomplex valued functions in8n belong-
ing to c(Bn) n !"•"(/?") such that the hypothesis (OTS) is satisfied.

Definition 3.1:
The function w : B —<• A is said to be generalized biregular iff

(i) for every y fixed in Bk. w(.,y) is OTS-generalized (left) regular in Vy, i.e. w(.,y) e
Tl(CA,Bn)

(ii)for every x fixed in Bn, w(x, .) is (r ight) regular inf/T.

In other words w is a solution of the system

(3D = 0

As usual , system (3.1) is called generalized Caiichy-Riemann system.

Remark :

1. If w is a generalized biregular function, then obviously w must satisfy the equation

or equivalent

2. If CA = 0 for all A ^ 0, then (3.1) becomes

{ Drw — Cm — 0 inV'
wDy = 0 mUx

It is a special form of generalized biregular functions, that is careful ly considered at
the end of this section.

3.Naturally the other definition for generalized biregular functions may be given if in
definition 3.1 system (3.1) is replaced by



(3.4)
{ wDt - £
\ Dzw = 0

ivstem.Then I,lie results of this section may also apply to the solutions of last
Generalized biregular functions are connected with biregular functions by
Proposition 3.2:
Let w be a generalized biregular function in B and continuous in B. Then there exists

a function biregular in 8 and continuous in B satisfying following integral equation

(3.5) «.(.r,i,) - ^ JBn ^ ( X ^
Proof:
For every fixed y in 8k, w is OTS-generalized regular in BK. Thus, on one hand by

proposition 2,6 there exists the (left) regular function
* ( i . j ) = faBrx !<[t.Jr)d(Ttw(t,y) satisfying (3.5)

On the otlirr hand by (1.4), (3.2) and (ii) of definition 3.1 we imply that w is (right)
tegular and, hence 9 is biregular. The continuity of 4> on B is clear.

Theorem 3.3 (Identity Theorem):
Let w be a generalized bi regular function in B which equals zero in an arbitrary non-

empty open subset a of B. Then w is identically zero in B.
Proof:
We may without restriction assume that

where Bn and Bk are polydiscs in R"(x) and Rk{y) respectively.
For fixed y £ £?t, as w is OTS-generalized regular in Bn x {«/} and equals zero in

Bn x {y}, by theorem 2.9, w must equal zero in Bn x {y}. Moreover,as y is chosen
arbitrarily in Bf. it follows that w = 0 in Bn x Bk-

Next, take arbitrary ? £ £?n,then w(x,.) is (right) r-gular in {x} x Bt and equals zero
in {x} x St. Applying theorem 11.3.9 (in[lj) for tku regular function w(x,.) it implies
that w(x,.) equals zero in {.r} x Bt, and as x is chosen arbitrarily in Bn we conclude that
w equals zero in B.

is
The last we consider^a special form of generalized biregular function. It is the class of

solutions of the system (3.3).
The first result is analogous *-o iheorent 2-7, but the second is Hartogs Extension

Theorem.
Theorem 3.4:
There is a "1-1™ correspondence between the class of solutions continuous in B of

system (3.3) and the class of functions regular in B and continuous in 8.
Proof:
Let $ be a function biregular in B and continuous in B, we consider the integral

equation
(3.6) DM*, y) - JBnC(*Mx,y) = *(a\ sr)

From the system of integral equations (2.5) of rA(x,i] and the hypothesis (OTS) it
follows that
r\,(.r,0 = 0 for all A ^ O

Put [ > , ! ) : = ro(z,()
Then the solution of (3.6) is represented by formula (2.4) having the form

(3.7) »( i , ! /) = #(i ,») + / ( i n r (
By (3.6) and (3.7) it follows that w is a solution of (3.3).
The converse of this theorem is obtained from proposition 3.2.
Theorem 3,5 {Hartogs Extension Theorem):
Let G be an open subset of 8, K be a compact subset of G such that G\ K is connected.

Then every solution of (3.3) in G\ K can be extended continuously in the whole of G as
a solution of this system.

Proof:
We call * the function biregular in G \ K denned by proposition 3.2 and satisfying

equation (3.6).
Applying Hartogs theorem (see[2],th. 3.3) for the bireguiar function * there exists the

unique biregular function * being an extension of $ on G.
Then the function w denned by the formula

is the desired extension.
From theorem 3.3 it follows that the extension tu of w is unique.
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